THE WEALTH
MOTORWAY
Get your self to the service station quick!

By Gill Fielding
Financial expert and educator

The pathway to wealth isn’t a pathway. It’s a heaving, pulsating massive motorway, which is open
day and night, 24/7 including bank holidays! That’s great news because once you get the
motorway going and your own personal vehicles are travelling on it, then your wealth is assured
because the wealth will flow day and night, 24/7 and even on bank holidays.

The motorway is divided into three lanes. That is simply being involved or invested in the three
staples that lead to the creation of a wealthy life:
Land and property
Businesses
Trading of other assets such as shares, currency, options and commodities

Nowadays, some people say that the internet is the fourth lane of the highway. I’ve included that
in my business lane – whether you see three, four or even five – lanes, that’s all fine as long as you
have a motorway in the first place. Then you can decide what it looks like and how big it is – after
all it’s your motorway!

Some people may have read these couple of paragraphs and immediately started to panic.
‘Being invested in’ sounds a like a tall order but it doesn’t need to be.

You can be ‘invested in’ shares with

£25 in your ISA (Individual Savings Account). You can be

invested in property with one buy to let property or with a share of your teenager’s university
accommodation. Or even

£25 in a property based unit trust (more on those elsewhere). You can

be invested in business with a small part time business from your kitchen table with no starting
capital at all. They all count. As I say wealth doesn’t have to be big or difficult as long as you get
a sense of development and growth.

So, start with these small things – little vehicles on your motorway. Then gradually build it up over
time to get larger and more vehicles. More properties, a bigger business, or even two: a fullyfledged share portfolio, and some currency trading. Throw in some antiques trading why don’t you
– all is possible!

The aim is to fill your motorway so that IT supports you rather than the other way around. You can
start to build your motorway whilst you have a job, and you may always continue that way – being
wealthy doesn’t necessarily mean being an entrepreneur (I think it helps but it isn’t a prerequisite
if that’s not your mind set).
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The slip road is where you need to be BEFORE you go onto the lanes themselves. It’s where you sort
out the basic domestic stuff and make sure you and your family are safe to travel. That means
looking at household finances, and the gritty stuff like mortgages, insurances, wills and pensions.

The slip road isn’t an opulent place to be. You want to go faster but you have to be patient and get
your money ducks in a row first. That’s just like a motorway slip road, you can’t quite go fast yet, and
there’s normally somebody in the way. You can see the glory of the faster lanes tantalisingly in front,
but you aren’t quite there.

But you will be!

You can’t do anything with your wealth creation until you can sleep at night. That only comes when
you know that you and those connected with you are safe and you have enough to do the basics.
So be patient. You will get onto the faster lanes quite quickly once you give the slip road some
attention.

The slip road is our starting point and the foundation to our wealth creation so please don’t stop on
it! I think people who stop there are my biggest personal frustration because there are many people
who get this bit sorted. They wade through stuff like pensions details and do everything ‘right’ in
their life, but they never quite have enough because they lack the courage or knowledge to just go
that little bit further and get onto the motorway itself. That’s where the real wealth happens.

With wealth, health and happiness,
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